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One Source
End-to-end Aged Care Supply Solutions

Scope Project 
We begin each project with a detailed scoping phase 
which anchors the project priorities, helping us to 
define the desired outcomes.

We learn about the projects needs and motivations 
of stakeholders, establish the project boundaries 
and objectives, and begin to map the opportunities. 
Critically, we don’t lock clients down to specifications 
and fixed ideas; we keep the options open. 

– Industries insights and impacts
– Define project vision and objective
– Identify requirements

Demonstrate Trial 
Equipment
The crucial point is that trialling gives procurer’s 
confidence. Confidence in their purchase and 
confidence in their concept. We want you to see 
how your product will work before buying.

 

–  We will demonstrate the start to finish process
– The confidence to navigate all products
– Ability to work to, and maintain products
– We include the customer in the testing process

Rollout 

Our highly skilled team of professionals provide a 
consultative service to project planners, architects,  
as well as construction contractors. 

We also maintain a fully integrated Service and 
Maintenance Department that is well established 
ensuring all projects are delivered and installed 
to the highest degree of satisfaction for all 
stakeholders.

– Site visits
– Planned logistics
– Dedicated Axis Health installation and 

commissioning team
– Dedicated Axis Health in-service and training team

Review
Axis Health prides itself on maintaining satisfied 
clients — the job is never complete until all 
stakeholders requirements have been met and 
exceeded. We see ourselves as partners in your 
business — your success and satisfaction is vital 
to us. 

Reviewing our services from initial scoping of the 
project to the last product installed is something 
we take pride in.

– Review team
– Key stakeholder analysis
– Feedback
– Ongoing contact for service and future equipment 

requirements

Offer Solutions 
Global manufacturers from USA,
Germany, Netherlands, and the UK, help us to 
produce and source our high-quality aged care 
equipment internationally. Additionally, one of 
our divisions is a Melbourne based high quality 
manufacturer, who completes our product offering 
by manufacturing unique stainless steel products, 
including shower chairs, instrument and equipment 
trolleys, various medical equipment and more. 

With the help of our extensive range of aged  
care equipment and supply solutions, we  
proudly contribute to the planning of major  
aged care projects:

– Beds and Mattresses
– Furniture
– Materials Handling

 – 60 40 Materials Management System
 – Patient Handling
 – Seating & Mobility
 – Shower Chairs - Mobile
 – Utility Carts
 – Wire Shelving Systems
 – We include the customer in the testing process
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Axis Health offers a comprehensive range of products 
comprised of industry trusted and renowned brands. 

Our direct to market policy ensures experienced and 
reliable sales representation to our customers, provides 
comprehensive internal customer support, together with 
after sales service back up.
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The Stralus bed range combines contemporary style with advanced 
Australian engineering and design. The range offers two models;  
S Line and S Line Low, each offering extremely low heights to provide 
safety and comfort for the resident. 

The unique design of the S Line Low Bed mechanism allows it to 
achieve its market-leading low height and ease of use. Each bed 
is available with a range of accessories to further improve the user 
experience, and can be optioned in a range of colours and styles to 
integrate seamlessly with the surrounding furnishings.

Stralus Beds

S Line Bed

 – Low height 195mm to mattress base
 – Height range 195–700mm
 – 4 section top includes back rest and knee break
 – Fully electric with hand pendant control
 – Attractive head and foot board and side trims
 – Option of trim colours and finishes to coordinate with decor

Optional Accessories: Patient bed stick; Self help pole; IV pole; 
Battery backup; 200mm bed extension; wall bumper bar;  
125mm castors (100mm standard)

Size Options: Standard Single; King Single

S Line Low Bed

 – Extreme low height 135mm to mattress base
 – Height range 135–700mm 
 – 4 section top includes back rest and knee break
 – Fully electric with hand pendant control
 – Attractive head and foot board and side trims
 – Option of trim colours and finishes to coordinate with decor

Optional Accessories: Patient bed stick; Self help pole; IV pole;  
Battery backup; 200mm bed extension

Size Options: Standard Single; King Single
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 – Sturdy mild steel construction
– Lightweight assisted height mechanism
– Locks in compression no release required for raising (assisted lift models)
– Modern ABS plastic base cover
– 55mm Diameter twin wheeled castors
– Safe Working Load: 25kg evenly distributed

Colour Options: 

– 3 x 220mm deep drawers
– Lockable top drawer
– Tapered leg design
– Melamine finish
– Size 480 x 480 x 760mm high

Colour Options: Young Beech (pictured); 
Select Beech; Milano Walnut

Pressure Care Mattresses

PC150
3-Core Mattress

The 3-Core Mattress offers a high level of 
pressure care suitable for a wide range of 
current hospital and nursing home beds. This 
mattress is often recommended by therapists 
for residents requiring extended bed stay 
periods (pressure care). 

Features a one piece waterproof cover for 
superior infection control. The mattress cover 
is 2-way stretch carrflex with optional mediflex 
base. Mattress size can be custom built to suit 
your needs including king single and larger bed 
sizes.

Recommended for medium to high pressure 
care management 

PA 5550M / 74M
Elite II Replacement System

The Elite Mattress Replacement System 
provides a cost effective solution for both 
the prevention and treatment of pressure 
ulcers, suitable for patients up to Very High 
Risk of developing pressure ulcers. 

Easy to install and operate, the Elite is 
suitable for both hospital and homecare 
environments. With an underlayer of fully 
encased visco-elastic foam for added 
support, the Elite mattress combines 
alternating therapy with optimum user 
comfort.

PA 550M
Eclipse Mattress Overlay System

The Elite Mattress Replacement System 
provides a cost effective solution for both the 
prevention and treatment of pressure ulcers, 
suitable for patients up to Very High Risk of 
developing pressure ulcers. 

Easy to install and operate, the Elite is suitable 
for both hospital and homecare environments. 
With an underlayer of fully encased visco-
elastic foam for added support, the Elite 
mattress combines alternating therapy with 
optimum user comfort.

Recommended for patients at very high risk of 
developing pressure ulcers

Ash White (Standard)

Young Beech (Pictured)

Select Beech

Milano Walnut

Various styles available. Please contact your 
Axis Health representative for more information
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Overbed Tables
Assisted Lift Height  / Manual Height Adjustment

3 Drawer
Tapered Leg



Double Linen Skip
GM Medical

Shower Commode Chair 
GM Medical

Tilt Shower Chair
Broda

Plastic Shower Chair

AX300

 – Half height shelf 
 – 780 x 540 x 850mm 
 – Stainless steel construction 
 – Foot operated PVC lid 
 – 75mm castors

AX432

The shower chair offers a three position armrest, a non-slip 
retracting footrest fitted with an anti-tilt bracket and comes with 
a seamless, soft padded seat and backrest. The shower chair’s 
slim line design is made of stainless steel and is fitted with 
water resistant precision bearing castors which offers excellent 
manoevrability.  
 
Options:

 – Oxygen cylinder holder and clamp  IV pole and clamp  
 – Hinged seat  Safety arms — wrap around

PCPR5300U

 – Height adjustable plastic shower chair
 – Safe working load: 110kg

BRODACS385

The CS385 provides maximum flexibility in patient care and comfort. 
It features sturdy no-rust construction, elevating leg rest with 
adjustable, removable footrest and Broda’s Comfort Tension Seating. 
The C385 also features removable arm rests for easy side transfers. 
With up to 12deg posterior tilt, and up to 67deg recline, and numerous 
positioning options to help control slumping and sliding, while 
maintaining your residents comfort and safety. Up to 10deg; anterior 
tilt allows for ease of transferring the resident in and out of the chair. 

 – Easy to clean with vinyl strapping, powder coated stainless steel frame 
and plastic castors. 

 – Castors are safe and waterproof —  
3 total lock castors, 1 directional castor.
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Medication Carts 
Capsa

Digital Weighing Chair

Wheel Chair
Tritan

AVAL12041-9

Meeting the demanding requirements of the ever-changing 
hospital environment, Capsa Solutions offers a choice of 
medication carts. Select from a host of drawer divider and tray 
solutions that offer complete flexibility within each drawer.  
 
Every Medication Cart accommodates the latest technology 
solutions and monitoring equipment to make sure your work flow 
is efficient and streamlined. 

AISHVL-CS

Purpose built to weigh patients who are unable to use a stand on platform 
scale. The digital weighing chair features a 150kg capacity with a 50g 
accuracy powered by either an AC supply or  
by DC battery. 

 – Comfortable ergonomic design includes standard footrests.
 – Simple and reliable operation — 2 button keypad.
 – Easy to clean white plastic seat ensures maximum hygiene.
 – Scale automatically switches off after 3 minutes of inactivity to preserve 

battery life. Full digital calibration (FDC) ensuring accurate and simple 
calibration.

 – Highly portable and simple to move using push handles and frictionless 
wheels. Includes locking castors to ensure patient safety when weighing. 

CARE103T

Manufactured from quality stainless steel minimising infection control 
issues. Fully welded and highly polished, therefore easy to clean 
and maintain. Designed with breathable padded nylon upholstery 
including rear backrest upholstery storage pocket. Foldable frame 
with swing away removable leg and arm rests.
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Axis Health
405 – 409 Ferntree Gully Rd, 
Mt Waverley, VIC, 3149, Australia

T   +61 (3) 9922 0300
F   +61 (3) 9544 5392
W  www.axishealth.com.au
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